
Dear Mark, Szilvia and everyone at the Africa Adventure Company who made our family trip an AMAZING 
success, 
 
Thank you so very much - it was unforgettable, it was as close to perfect as one could every dream of!!! 
Below are some of the highlights. 

 Upon arrival in Cape Town we were greeted by a couple of young men who immediately helped us 
through customs and with our luggage - this was very helpful. 

 The Cape Grace Hotel was perfect:  great location, staff and decor!  The family suites were perfect! 

 We thoroughly enjoyed a Whisky Tasting down in their bar! 

 Dinner at “Signal Restaurant” in the Cape Grace Hotel was excellent. 

 Peninsula Tour:  Definitely worth doing!  

 Singita Ebony Lodge:  Perfection!!  The staff, brand new decor & incredible gourmet food were all 
out of sight!!  The guides and trackers were the best: full of info and very kid friendly. 

Overall a MAGNIFICENT Family Trip - thank you so very much!!  We will send photos as soon as we have 
them! 
 
Best regards to all, 
The Hojels 
 
Our trip was absolutely wonderful!...  
 
The Rovos Rail was the height of luxury and a great way to see the varying terrains of South Africa. The 
champagne and hors d'oeuvres awaiting us at the train station was an elegant touch and an indication of 
a very special trip ahead of us. Our accommodations were lovely and the staff catered to our every 
needs. The meals and wines were outstanding! We found the stop at the Kimberly mine very informative 
and were blown away by the staff awaiting us on the platform with champagne and wet towels when we 
returned from our tour! It put pampering to a new level!  I know the trip was pricey but so well worth it! We 
would have missed a lot of South African scenery if we had not taken this trip. 
 
We arrived right on schedule in Cape Town…Our driver was prompt and whisked us away to the amazing 
and luxurious Cape Grace Hotel which we loved! Our room was huge and so comfortable and convenient! 
We loved the dressing table and walk-in wardrobe. What a nice touch. We had a lovely balcony with a 
view of the waterfront. The staff was extremely friendly and accommodating. We had dinner and a lunch 
at the hotel and they were the best meals we had in Cape Town. We found the hotel convenient to the 
waterfront shops and restaurants and the Robben Island ferry….   
 
Rattray's was the ultimate in luxury.  Each couple had a villa and what a villa!  The accommodations were 
gorgeous! Our porches overlooked the river where we saw elephants on several occasions! The meals 
and drinks were fantastic and the staff was so friendly and helpful. It was truly an experience of a lifetime 
and a perfect way to end our trip… 
 
Thank you so much for arranging a trip of a lifetime. We loved South Africa.  
Marie Copeland 

 

 
 

 

 


